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Letter Box Edition
(January 6, 2022)

PLUZZABLES are “playable puzzles”, a series of games
you play during or after assembling a puzzle.
In the Letter Box edition, players assemble a puzzle with
a large collage of mailbox images. They compete using an
app to uncover letters hidden in the mail boxes to form
words.
COMPONENTS:
• 23x16 inch puzzle with about 160 lasercut wooden
pieces or
• 12x18 inch puzzle with about 70 lasercut magnetic
tiles
• Web apps.

Overview:
The puzzle you will build contains 330 letter boxes and
mailboxes. After assembly, play a game (by number) to
find the letters that the mailman misplaced.

Printed Puzzle
The “LetterBox” app let players compete to find hidden
words. Before playing the online game, print a guide
sheet to help you place letters. Although the app reveals
letters and verifies words, you’ll still need to manually
track where the letters reside.

Playing the “LetterBox” Game
Using your cell phone, visit www.Pluzzables.com and tap
“Play Letterbox”. Select a game by number and whether
you wish to find 5-letter or 6-letter words.
The game will display a random mailbox and the letter
found in those mailboxes.
Find the mailbox in your
puzzle.
Plot the letters that
surround the mailbox on
your printout.
Tap the mailbox in your
app to reveal the letter
hidden in that mailbox.
Plot that letter too.

Finding the Hidden Words
As you plot the letters found, you will start to see the
hidden words. Once you have found a word of the target
length, type it into the verification box.
Remember only to supply words of the target length.
Scoring
You are scored against how many of the hidden words
you have found.

More Pluzzables:
Destinations: explore travel posters and fly planes to
collect luggage.
Scavengers: build a brainteaser of a puzzle then find
adjacent pairs of items to score points.
Decoders: explore and collect matching vintage war
posters to decode hidden words.
Road Trip: Match license plates.
Library: Play the “Lost for Words” game.
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